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Abstract. The information problem of DNA in the denaturation process was studied by the rela-
tionship between entropy and information. Using the previous PBs (Peyrard and Bishop) numeri-
cal results obtained from their microscopic arharmonic model of DNA, we propose a new effective
simple model to calculate DNA information. A shape change of information at the denaturation
phase transition point was found and discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The nature of evolution of life is an interesting problem that is studied by scientists
for a long time. In the research process, one answer was found out that the general struggle
for existence of animate beings is not a struggle for raw materials, for organisms, air, water
and soil, all abundantly available nor for energy which exists in plenty in any body in
the form of heat, but a struggle for entropy (Boltzmann, 1886) [8]. For this reason, living
systems, from cells to the biosphere have spontaneously increased in complexity in order
to increase their total entropy production. This issue has been proven and developed in
many articles. In 1972, Prigogine and co-workers showed that non-equilibrium structuring
of matter in space and time, from molecules to hurricanes to living systems, is contingent on
entropy production[9]. Paltridge continued with the article Climate and thermodynamic
systems of maximum dissipation in 1979 to demonstrate that Nature tends to find new
routs to increasing entropy production, whether abiotic, biotic, or mixed abiotic-biotic,
and this has been referred to as the maximum entropy production principle [10]. After
that, K. Michaelian used this theory to interpret the reprodution of RNA and DNA, the
process building life [11]. Thus, it can be said that entropy production is the force of life
evolution. However, does the life simply operate that way or is there any rule to control it?
Entropy is related to information, is there thus any change in information during entropy
changing?
The link between entropy and information has been made by Shannon and Weaver
(1949). If the probabilities in question are the thermodynamic probabilities pi; then the
(reduced) Gibbs entropy can be seen as the amount of Shannon information needed to
give the macroscopic description of the system. Hence, when the entropy of a system
changes, there must be a change in information. For this reason, in this paper we will
study the information of a specific system, DNA, in its denaturation process.
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The separation of double helix structure of DNA is an important starting point
in the informatics replication process of DNA that needs to reproduce the living matter.
Accordingly, the problem of DNA denaturation has investigated extensively step by step
in various aspects. Englander et al.[6] first suggested a theory of soliton excitations in
oder to explain the open states of DNA (1980). Later, in 1989, Peyrard and co-workers
proposed a simple lattice model [Peyrard-Bishop (PB) model] for the denaturation of
the DNA double helix [3] and determined the temperature dependence of the interstrand
seperation and explained some experimental results on DNA. Furthermore, this studying
was expanded with more complicated models and the more thermodynamical properties
was found out [4]. However, there has been no research studying the information of DNA.
In this paper, we use these DNA models to study another aspect of the denaturation
process: the information problem.
II. BOGOLIBOV DIAGONALIZATION METHOD
Considering a physical system in which has two interactive energy levels E1 and
E2,the interactive Hamiltonian of the system is:
H = E1a+a+ E2b+b+ g(a+b+ b+a) (1)
where g is interaction coefficient.
Using the Bogolibov method, we can transform H into diagonalized form.
H = ε1γ+1 γ1 + ε2γ
+
2 γ2 (2)




E1 + E2 −
√




E1 + E2 +
√
(E1 − E2)2 + 4g2
2
(4)
Instead of calculating with E1 , E2, we can use ε1, ε2 to work easier.
III. DNA’S INFORMATION
In this section, we analyze the DNA’s information for PB’s model in two cases: the
harmonic potential and the anharmonic potential. Firstly, we start with the harmonic









yn+D(e−αyn − 1)2 + 12K(yn − yn−1)
2 (5)
where m is the common mass for the bases; V = D(e−αyn −1)2 is the Morse potential and
K is the coupling constant along each strand.
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Calculating the partition function of a chain containing N base pairs, we obtain:
Z = ZpZy (6)
where:
Zp = (2pimkBT )N/2 (7)
Zy = exp(−Nβε0) (8)
ε0 here is the lowest eigenvalue of the transfer integral operator [3] and can be obtained




















Using these result (6), (7), (8), (9) we can compute the free energyF = −kBT ln(Z)and













Basing on the theoretical relationship between thermodynamic entropy and infor-
mation entropy, the DNAs information entropy can be determined by:









in which Io is a constant depending on the system’s characteristics.
Fig. 1. The evolution of I versus T in the harmonic case.
The result is showed in Fig. 1 with the following parameters values: dissociation
energy D = 0.03 eV, a spatial scale factor of the Morse potential α = 4.5A˚−1, a coupling
constant K = 0.06 eV/A˚2, and a mass m = 300 amu. This figure shows a linear increase of
I vesus T around the denaturation point. It means that in conjunction with denaturation
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process, there is an information accumulation of the system. The second model we study









yn+D(e−αyn − 1)2 +W (yn, yn−1)] (12)
in which the stacking energy between two neighbouring base pairs is described by the
arhamonic potential:
W (yn, yn−1) =
K
2
(1 + ρe−α(yn+yn−1))(yn − yn−1)2 (13)
The calculation is similar to the first case. However, in this case ε0 must be found
by the numerical solution. It turned out that below TC , the transfer integral operator
has a discrete eigenvalue ε0(T) separated from a continuum, while above TC the discrete
eigenvalue has disappeared. Hence, in order to solve the problem, we propose an effective
simple model which has two interactive energy levels E1 and E2, where E1 is ε0 and E2 is
the edge of the continuum. Using the Bogolibov approximation method, we can consider
the non-interactive energy levels ε1, ε2 instead of the levels E1, E2.
Fig. 2. Two effective eigenvalues ε1, ε2 calculated by Bogolibov diagonalization method.












Using the same above parameters values, we point out the evolution of I versus T around
the denaturation temperature TC (Fig. 3). The most striking feature is the strong rise in
I at denaturation point. This variation also depend on the value of interaction coefficient
g. Calculating with different values of g, we get different rates of variation. When g = 0,
the denaturation process is type-I phase transition, when g > 0 , they are type-II phase
transition and in comparison with Fig. 1, the process tend to the harmonic case when g
increases.
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Fig. 3. The evolution of I versus T in the arharmonic case.
Fig. 4. Variation of DNAs information as a function of the interaction coefficient g
IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The results show that in this model, there is a strong change in DNAs information in
the denaturation process. This change depends on the value of the interaction coefficient
g, when g = 0, we have type-I phase transition, when g > 0, they are type-II phase
transition. However, the problem is what the changing information is and how about the
other DNAs models. It would be interesting to continue this speculation.
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